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Abstract: This article aimed to investigate the CT and MRI features of G1 and G2 pancreatic neuroendocrine tu-
mors (NETs) and to provide evidence for clinical treatment. Forty-three patients with pancreatic neuroendocrine 
neoplasms (pNENs) confirmed by surgical pathology were enrolled. The CT and MRI features were analyzed and the 
data were processed using SPSS l9.0 statistical software package. Because this was a retrospective study, exemp-
tion from informed consent was applied. Of the 43 patients with pNENs, 40 had single lesions and 3 had multiple 
lesions. A total of 52 lesions were observed, and the largest diameter of a single tumor ranged from 7 to l53 mm, 
with an average diameter of 39.9 mm. The difference between the maximum diameter of G1 and G2 NETs was sta-
tistically significant (P<0.05). There were significant differences in the boundary and enhancement characteristics 
between G1 and G2 NETs (P<0.01), but no statistically significant difference in the change in pancreatic contour 
(P>0.05). Compared with G1 NETs, G2 NETs were more significant, but had blurred borders and an uneven density 
after enhancement. These lesions were more prone to calcification, cystic necrosis and pancreatic duct dilatation. 
Also, peripancreatic tissue or vascular invasion, lymphadenopathy and distant metastasis were only found in G2 
NETs. At last, G1 and G2 NETs can be discriminated based on lesion size, border, enhancement characteristics, sur-
rounding tissue or vascular invasion, lymphadenopathy and distant metastasis. CT and MRI can complement each 
other and further improve the diagnosis of pNENs.

Keywords: Pancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms, pancreatic neuroendocrine tumours, computed tomography, 
magnetic resonance imaging

Introduction

Pancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms (pNENs) 
are rare tumors that originate in pancreatic 
endocrine cells and have an incidence of about 
one in 100,000; accounting for only 1%-2% of 
all pancreatic tumors [1]. In the SEER 18 regis-
try grouping (2000-2012) the highest incidence 
rates were 1.49 per 100,000 in the lung, 3.56 
per 100,000 in gastroenteropancreatic sites, 
and 0.84 per 100,000 in NETs with an unknown 
primary site [2]. The incidence of pNENs has 
risen rapidly in the last 20 years, which may be 
related to the increased use of CT, MRI, ultraso-
nography and endoscopy [3]. Functional pNENs 
include insulinoma, gastrinoma, glucagonoma, 
and vasoactive intestinal peptide tumors. Non-
functional pNENs have no clinical endocrine 
symptoms. The biological behavior of pNENs is 

challenging to predict from histological featur- 
es and there are many histopathological grad-
ing systems [4]. In 2017, the World Health 
Organization (WHO) classified pNENs not only 
by their mitotic count and the proliferation index 
with Ki-67 expression, but also by their morpho-
logical features. These include the presence of 
a well-differentiated pancreatic neuroendo-
crine tumour (NET) rated G1, G2, or G3 and 
poorly differentiated neuroendocrine carcino-
ma (NEC), dividing NEC G3 into NET G3 and NEC 
G3 according to WHO in 2017 [5]. The 2017 
classification now also recognizes well differen-
tiated G3 NETs, which generally have an Ki-67 
index between 20% and 50% [6].

The management of patients with pNENs is 
multidisciplinary and often multimodal [7]. One 
of the essential aspects to tailor the optimal 
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treatment for pNENs patients is tumor grading. 
NECs are known to be histologically and geneti-
cally different from NETs, and they require dif-
ferent therapeutic strategies [8]. Patients with 
well-differentiated pNENs are usually manag- 
ed with somatostatin analogues and further 
treatment such as surgery or peptide receptor 
radionuclide therapy (PRRT) can be considered 
[9, 10]. Patients with poorly differentiated NEC 
should be treated with platinum-based system-
ic chemotherapy [11]. Although G1 and G2 NET 
are generally treated as the same entity, there 
are some differences in the treatment strate-
gies of the two in clinical practice [12]. So, 
accurate preoperative assessment of grading 
and prognosis are important for selecting treat-
ment options. At present, sporadic reports 
about the preoperative grading of pNENs using 
CT and magnetic resonance (MR) can be found 
[13]. Studies have shown that the morphologi-
cal characteristics of pNENs may affect their 
biological behavior, as the blood supply and 
enhancement of tumors are related to histo-
logical grade and prognosis [14].

This study retrospectively analyzed 43 patients 
with pNENs confirmed by surgical pathology in 
our hospital. The preoperative CT and MRI data 
were used to distinguish the imaging features 
of G1 and G2 NET.

Materials and methods

General data 

Forty-three patients, 21 males and 22 females, 
aged 22-71 years (mean age 50.98 years) with 
pNENs confirmed by surgical pathology in our 
hospital from 2015 to 2018, were enrolled in 
this study. Twenty-eight patients underwent CT 
examination, two underwent MRI examination 
(only MRI plain scan, no enhanced scan), and 
13 patients underwent simultaneous CT and 
MRI. CT and MRI examination sequences were 
in no particular order. The approval number of 
the institutional review board of Sir Run Run 
Shaw Hospital was 20181106-22. Because the 
data of this study was retrospective the exemp-
tion of informed consent was applied.

Pathological grading standards

In 2017, the World Health Organization (WHO) 
classified pNENs into grades NET G1, G2, G3 
and NEC G3 based on mitotic count and the 

Ki-67 index as follows: NET G1: a mitotic count 
<2/10 under high power fields and/or Ki-67 
≤2%; NET G2: mitotic count 2-20/10 under high 
power fields and/or Ki-67 3%-20%; and NET/
NEC G3: mitotic count >20/10 under high 
power fields and/or Ki-67 >20%.

Clinical manifestations 

Eight patients had paroxysmal dizziness, fati- 
gue, palpitations, cold sweats, syncope with 
increased serum insulin, and decreased fasting 
blood glucose. Two patients had diabetes with 
increased serum glucagon. Patients with non-
functional pNENs had different degrees of 
upper abdominal discomfort, pain and weight 
loss, and a pancreatic mass or liver mass was 
found during physical examination.

Imaging examinations

In CT examination, GE Hispeed CT/i and Sie- 
mens Somatom Sensation 16 CT systems were 
used. The patients fasted for more than 8 h 
before the examination and mannitol 13.75 g 
plus 500 mL of water was given 30 min before 
the CT scan to fill the stomach and duodenum. 
The scanning voltage was 120 kV and the tube 
current was l50 mA. The patients underwent 
plain and enhanced scanning. The convention-
al plain scanning was performed on the upper 
abdomen, the layer thickness was 3-5 mm. The 
iodine contrast agent used was Ultravist or 
Omnipaque and the total dose was 70-100 mL. 
A high-pressure syringe was used for rapid, 
large-dose injection at a single injection rate of 
3 ml/s. Two-stage (arterial and portal venous) 
scans were used. The arterial and portal venous 
phases were scanned at 25 s and 65 s after 
rapid injection of contrast agent, respectively. 
The scanning range of the arterial phase mainly 
covered the pancreas. The thickness of the 
layer was 2.5-5 mm and the pitch was 1-1.2 
mm. The scanning range of the portal venous 
phase included the pancreas and the liver.  
The thickness was increased to 5 mm and the 
pitch was 1.5 mm. During the scanning, the 
patients were required to hold their breath in a 
calm state to avoid movement of the scanning 
plane and the generation of artifacts. Surface 
shaded display (SSD), maximum intensity pro-
jection (MIP), multiplanar reconstruction (MPR) 
and three-dimensional vascular reconstruction 
were applied partially to show the relationship 
between tumor and blood vessels.
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MRI examination 

A GE 1.5T superconducting magnetic reso-
nance scanner was used. The patients fasted 
for more than eight hours before scanning. 
Mannitol 13.75 g plus 500 ml of water was 
given 30 min before the scanning to fill the 
stomach and duodenum. A phased-array sur-
face coil (TORSO) was used to scan from the 
dome to the lower edge of the liver. The 
sequence included: (1) conventional spin-echo 
(SE) sequence T1-weighted image (T1WI), T2WI; 
(2) fat suppression T2WI (FS-T2WI), layer thick-
ness 8 mm, layer spacing 2 mm, and matrix 
256×160; (3) fast spoiled gradient echo (FS- 
PGR) sequence T1 double echo scan; (4) FSPGR 
sequence for pancreatic enhancement scan; 
and (5) liver acquisition with volume accelera-
tion (LAVA) sequence for pancreatic enhance-
ment scan (partial replacement for FSPGR 
sequence). The contrast agent, Gd-DTPA, was 
injected intravenously with a high-pressure 
syringe at a dose of 12-15 ml, an injection rate 
of 3 ml/s, in the arterial phase (25 s), portal 
venous phase (65 s) and delayed phase (180 
s). Each phase was scanned once to obtain a 
dynamic, enhanced image of the pancreas. The 
enhanced scanning layer thickness was 5 mm, 
the layer spacing was 1 mm and the matrix was 
256×160.

Image evaluation 

Two doctors with experience in abdominal 
imaging diagnosis independently analyzed the 
patients’ CT and MRI features. They were blind-
ed to the patients’ medical history and patho-
logical results. When the findings of the two 
doctors were inconsistent, they were discussed 

until a unanimous decision was reached. CT 
and MRI findings of tumor location, number, 
size, border, pancreatic contour change and 
enhancement characteristics were explicitly 
analyzed. Pancreatic contour change was divid-
ed into two types: intrapancreatic growth (the 
lesion was confined to the pancreas and  
the shape of the pancreas was normal) and 
extrapancreatic growth. The degree of enhan- 
cement of the tumor was divided into three 
types: obvious, moderate and mild. Obvious 
enhancement was higher than pancreas en- 
hancement in the portal phase; moderate 
enhancement was similar to pancreas enhance-
ment in the portal phase; mild enhancement 
was lower than pancreas enhancement in the 
portal phase. According to whether there were 
low enhancement or no enhancement areas in 
the lesion, enhancement form was divided into 
two types: uniform enhancement and uneven 
enhancement.

Statistical analysis 

To compare the difference in diameter between 
G1 and G2 NET, an independent sample t-test 
was performed using SPSS 19.0 statistical 
software package if both Normal Distribution 
and Homogeneity of Variance were satisfied. 
P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. 
A comparison was made between G1 and G2 
NET in terms of pancreatic contour change, 
whether the boundary between the lesion and 
surrounding pancreatic tissue was clear, and 
whether the enhancement was uniform using 
the Chi-square test with SPSS 19.0 statistical 
software package, P<0.05 was considered sta-
tistically significant.

Results

All patients were confirmed to have pNENs by 
surgical pathology. According to the WHO clas-
sification (2017), 18 patients had G1 NETs, and 
25 patients had G2 NETs. The pNENs were 
located in the pancreatic head in 19 patients, 
in the pancreatic body in 6 patients, in the pan-
creatic tail in 11 patients, in the pancreatic 
head and body in 1 patient, in the pancreatic 
body and tail in 5 patients, and in all parts of 
the pancreas in 1 patient. Forty patients had 
single lesions and 3 had multiple lesions. Two 
of these patients had two lesions in the pan-
creas, all of which were G1 NETs. One patient 
had eight lesions in the pancreas, which were 
all G2 NETs (Figures 1, 2). A total of 52 lesions 

Figure 1. Multiple G2 pNETs lesions (white arrow), 
mildly dilated pancreatic duct and hepatic metasta-
ses (black arrow).
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were identified, the maximum in-plane diame-
ter of a single tumor ranged from 7 to l53 mm, 
with an average diameter of 39.9 mm. In the 18 
patients with G1 NETs, 20 lesions were 
observed with a maximum diameter of 8-75 
mm and an average diameter of 27.5 mm. In 
the 25 patients with G2 NETs, 32 lesions were 
observed with a maximum diameter of 7-153 
mm and an average diameter of 47.7 mm. The 
difference between the maximum diameter of 
G1 and G2 NETs was statistically significant 
(P<0.05).

There were significant differences in the bo- 
undary and enhancement characteristics be- 
tween G1 and G2 NETs (P<0.01), but no statisti-
cally significant change in pancreatic contour 

as did not cause pancreatic contour changes, 
and the tumors showed uniform density on CT 
plain scan and enhanced scan, similar to pan-
creatic parenchyma. The lesions showed a low 
signal change relative to pancreatic parenchy-
ma in the MR T1W lipid-inhibiting sequence 
(Figure 6) and LAVA dynamic enhancement  
of the arterial phase showed moderate en- 
hancement. Preoperative CT did not diagnose 
one patient with multiple G1 NETs. Retrospec- 
tive readings showed exogenous tumors pro-
truding from the surface of the pancreas, simi-
lar to the nodular gland structure protruding 
from the surface of the pancreas. MRI plain 
scan showed the long T1 and long T2 signal 
nodules, which were enhanced following con-
trast administration.

Figure 2. Multiple G2 pNETs immunohistochemistry displayed positive stain-
ing (arrow) (CgA×400).

Table 1. Comparison of imaging characteristics between 20 G1 
NET lesions and 32 G2 NET lesions
CT and MRI features G1 NET G2 NET χ2 P
Intrapancreatic growth 11 25 3.090 >0.05
Extrapancreatic growth 9 7
Well-defined 17 7 19.734 <0.01
Ill-defined 3 25
Uniform enhancement 14 7 10.728 <0.01
Uneven enhancement 6 23
Note: The unit of lesion is one; 2 patients only underwent MRI plain scanning, but 
not enhanced scanning.

(P>0.05). The imaging charac-
teristics of the patients are 
shown in Table 1.

Compared with G1 NETs, G2 
NETs were large, lobulated,  
or irregular with blurred bor-
ders and an uneven density 
after enhancement. They we- 
re also more prone to calcifi-
cation, cystic necrosis and 
pancreatic duct dilatation. 
Seven patients with G2 NETs 
had calcification, nine pati- 
ents had mild common bile 
duct and pancreatic duct dila-
tation, two patients had com-
plete cystic changes around 
the lesions and one patient 
had cystic-solid changes with 
a nodular ring-like-enhanced 
cyst wall (Figure 3). In addi-
tion, peripancreatic tissue, 
vascular invasion, lymphade-
nopathy and distant metasta-
sis were only found in G2 
NETs (Figure 1). MPR and 
three-dimensional vascular 
reconstruction were applied 
partially to show the relation-
ship between tumors, blood 
vessels and surrounding str- 
uctures (Figures 4, 5).

In this study, two G1 NETs 
were not detected by CT. The 
smaller tumors in the pancre-
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Discussion

Pancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms (pNENs) 
are rare, which develop from the embryonic 
neuroectoderm and are part of the gastrointes-
tinal neuroendocrine tumors. All pNENs are 

potentially malignant but differ in the likelihood 
of invasive behavior or metastasis, and the 
classification of pNENs is closely related to 
patient survival [15]. Histological diagnosis of 
pNENs is based on morphological and immuno-
histochemical features, including the expres-
sion of chromogranin A (CgA), synaptophysin 
(Syn), CD56, and Ki-67. In 2017, the updated 
WHO classification for pNENs divided NENs into 
G1, G2, G3 neuroendocrine tumor (NET) and 
neuroendocrine carcinoma (NEC) based on the 

Figure 3. Cystic G2 pNET with the cystic wall of the 
pancreatic tail showing nodular and ring-like en-
hancement in the FSPGR dynamic enhanced scan 
(arrow).

Figure 4. G2 pNET with a cupping edge (black arrow) 
between the tumor and pancreas in MPR with inva-
sion of the spleen and left kidney (white arrow).

Figure 5. An enhanced G1 pNET nodule in three-di-
mensional vascular reconstruction (arrow).

Figure 6. G1 pNET hypointense lesion in T1WI with 
fat saturation (arrow).
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histological differentiation, including the Ki-67 
proliferation index and the mitotic rate [16]. In 
fact, the full immune profiles in the epithelial 
region were strongly associated with their his-
tological classifications, and the NET grading 
could be further distinguished between G1, G2, 
and G3 using the CD3+/PD-1 and CD204+/
PD-L1 features [17]. Adoption of the WHO uni-
fied terminology and grading system is the first 
step in the diagnosis of pNENs, which provides 
a safe, scientific background and development 
basis for the advancement of relevant treat-
ment modalities. This study focused on analyz-
ing the relationship between CT and MRI find-
ings and pathological grades of pNENs, which 
provided some useful information for clinical 
treatment strategies and the prediction of dis-
ease prognosis.

The results of this study suggest that there are 
differences in imaging features between G1 
NETs and G2 NETs. Previous studies have 
shown that solid tumors ≥3 cm in diameter are 
usually non-benign, while 30% of tumors <3 cm 
in diameter can be malignant [18]. This study 
showed that there is a correlation between 
maximum tumor diameter and grade. The maxi-
mum tumor diameter in the G1 group was 27.5 
mm, and the maximum tumor diameter in the 
G2 group was 47.7 mm. The difference between 
the two groups was statistically significant, sug-
gesting that G2 tumors are more likely to be 
larger. It is worth noting that previous studies 
have shown that tumor diameter is related to 
the survival rate [19], and tumor diameter is  
an important parameter affecting pancreatic 
resection [20].

G1 NETs have an abundant blood supply. They 
are generally small in size and more solid. Plain 
scans usually show low-density and the tumor 
boundaries are clear, sometimes highlighting 
the pancreatic margin. A tumor in the arterial 
phase is often uniformly enhanced and the 
tumor in the venous phase can be continuously 
enhanced or have equal density. Therefore, 
detection in the arterial phase is vital [21]. 
Nevertheless, small pNETs can also sometimes 
be detected during the portal phase because of 
their greater attenuation compared to the sur-
rounding pancreatic parenchyma [22]. The spe-
cific clinical symptoms are essential for diagno-
sis. Some G1 NETs of small size cannot be 
detected by a single imaging method, and other 
imaging methods should be used.

When G2 NETs are identified clinically, the 
tumor is large and often shows low density or 
mixed low-density changes during the plain 
scan. Larger pNETs often have irregular con-
trast enhancement due to areas of necrosis. 
The boundary is unclear and calcification, 
necrosis and cystic changes are seen in the 
central part of the tumor. Calcifications and 
cystic elements are present in approximately 
15% and 30% of cases, respectively [23]. 
Although calcification is uncommon in pNENs, 
almost 100% of these tumors suggest a risk of 
non-benign biological behavior [24]. The solid 
part of the cystic-solid lesion is also rich in 
blood supply, which may show markedly uneven 
or ring-like enhancement in the arterial phase. 
Some of the apparent enhancement in the por-
tal venous phase may be related to the expan-
sion of the tumor vessels and retention of the 
contrast agent in the tumor. Contrast uptake as 
visualized by CT is another criteria, appearing 
to be slower in less well-differentiated tumors 
[25]. Complete cystic changes are rare and can 
consist of one cyst or multiple cysts, and are 
mainly from tumor hemorrhage or necrosis. 
MRI has unique advantages as it can show spe-
cific components such as cystic changes, hem-
orrhage and envelope structure.

Metastasis or infiltration of surrounding organs 
and tissues is also an important factor for iden-
tifying G1 and G2 NETs, as the WHO (2017) 
pathological grading criteria for pNENs is based 
on mitotic count and the Ki-67 index, which 
may reflect the proliferation and invasiveness 
of tumor cells. The lower the degree of tumor 
differentiation, the higher the pathological 
grade and the higher the tumor proliferation 
and invasiveness. The advantages of CT and 
MRI are that they can simultaneously detect 
peripancreatic tissue or vascular invasion, 
lymphadenopathy and distant metastasis of G2 
NETs. Liver metastases also have a rich blood 
supply and staged scans are valuable in their 
detection. Preoperative vascular invasion, main 
pancreatic duct dilatation, peripancreatic 
lymph node enlargement and distant metasta-
sis not only predict uncertain or invasive bio-
logical behavior, but are also strongly associat-
ed with poor long-term prognosis.

In terms of tumor detection, magnetic reso-
nance T2WI showed that the lesion generally 
has a high signal, and T2WI showed that the 
signal is low if collagen and fibrous tissue are 
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included. On the T1WI lipid-inhibiting sequence 
(FSPGR sequence containing fat-suppressed 
T1WI), normal pancreas tissues showed a high 
signal due to abundant water-like proteins, 
while tumor tissues showed a low signal with-
out water-like proteins, with the signal differ-
ence between the two [26]. The value of the 
T1WI lipid-inhibiting sequence was identified, 
while CT scans did not show the lesions with 
similar density to pancreatic parenchyma. MRI 
has good sensitivity for detecting pancreatic 
NETs, especially those measuring more than 2 
cm [27]. Whole-body MRI also improves the 
detection of distant lesions that have an impact 
on management [28]. Thus, we believe that 
MRI has higher sensitivity and specificity than 
CT.

This group of patients confirmed that the 
growth pattern of pNENs is different from that 
of pancreatic cancer, and the former shows 
swelling and is exogenous. There was no signifi-
cant difference in the changes in pancreatic 
contour between G1 NETs and G2 NETs. If G1 
NETs are located near tissues and blood ves-
sels, they are not directly invaded and can often 
be surgically removed. If G2 NETs grow large, 
they directly invade the surrounding tissues 
and blood vessels. In the absence of periductal 
infiltration and neurotropic growth, there is no 
apparent involvement of the pancreatic duct 
and bile duct or only mild dilatation caused by 
compression. However, due to the characteris-
tics of periductal infiltration and neurotropic 
growth, pancreatic cancer often invades the 
pancreatic duct and/or common bile duct, 
causing prominent dilatation of the pancreatic 
duct and/or common bile duct, pancreatic atro-
phy and clinical symptoms such as indigestion 
and jaundice.

Also, pNENs with exogenous growth are often 
relatively large and need to be differentiated 
from stromal tumors of the gastrointestinal 
tract, peritoneal and retroperitoneal neurogen-
ic tumors and extra-adrenal pheochromocyto-
ma. Preoperative diagnostic errors were ob- 
served in 2 patients with G2 NETs. Preoperative 
CT diagnosis was a malignant spleen tumor 
that had invaded the tail of the pancreas. The 
postoperative analysis was performed mainly 
due to the exogenous growth of these tumors, 
the large mass and the main body located in 
the spleen leading to misdiagnosis. In our expe-
rience, a cup-like change at the interface 

between the tumor and the pancreatic margin 
and changes in the large blood vessels around 
the pancreas can help to diagnose pancreatic-
derived tumors. 

Some tumors were not detected as their degree 
of enhancement was consistent with blood ves-
sels, and were thus mistaken as part of the 
blood vessels. These tumors were similar in 
size and shape to adjacent blood vessels. With 
the emergence of multi-slice spiral CT (MSCT), 
pancreas high-resolution multi-phase scann- 
ing is possible. The application of CT angiogra-
phy, three-dimensional vascular reconstruc-
tion, MIP, MPR, SSD and other post-processing 
software can clearly judge the spatial relation-
ship between tumors, blood vessels, and sur-
rounding structures. According to Foti, MSCT is 
superior to MRI in the preoperative evaluation 
of vascular involvement of pNENs [29]. There- 
fore, MSCT should be considered as a preoper-
ative imaging tool for non-functional pNENs.

In summary, this study analyzed the imaging 
findings of G1 NETs and G2 NETs. The discrimi-
nating factors in these two types of pNENs 
included lesion size, boundary, enhancement 
characteristics, surrounding tissue or vascular 
invasion, lymph node enlargement and distant 
metastasis. Besides, the spatial resolution and 
density resolution of CT were higher than those 
of MRI, and the soft tissue resolution of MRI 
was higher than that of CT. CT and MRI can 
complement each other and further improve 
the diagnosis of pNENs. Our study was retro-
spective and almost based on morphological 
research which was multifarious and inconve-
nient in application. Small number of patients 
is another limitation. In the future, more pro-
spective cohort studies with quantitative par- 
ameters in a larger group of patients will be 
used to grade pNENs and characterize lesions, 
such as contrast uptake by dynamic enhanced 
CT, the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) 
value of MRI.
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